We develop a new approach to evaluate asset pricing models (APMs) based on Minimum Discrepancy (MD) projections that generalize the Hansen-Jagannathan (HJ, 1997) distance to account for an arbitrary number of moments of asset returns. The Minimum Discrepancy projections correct APMs to become admissible stochastic discount factors (SDF) through nonlinear functions of the basis assets returns, contrasting with the linear corrections from the HJ method. These nonlinear corrections make our method more effective than available methods in detecting sources of model specifications, specially in economies with nonlinear priced risk, or when the APMs being tested contain nonlinear functions of basis assets. We provide a geometric interpretation and also a theoretical example to illustrate our point. The CAPM is diagnosed in an economy where the true SDF prices coskewness risk with respect to the market portfolio (Kraus and Litzemberger (1976)). It is shown that while methods that use the HJ distance can not identify the exact source of misspecification of the CAPM in this economy (a quadratic term in the market return), there are nonlinear projections in the class of MD problems that correctly capture this term. We also derive the asymptotic distributions of the estimators for the Cressie Read family of discrepancies, and illustrate their use with an assessment of the Consumption Asset Pricing Model.
Introduction
Asset pricing models (APMs) provide approximations of reality that are useful to explain economic stylized facts. Hansen and Jagannathan (HJ; 1997) proposed a useful test for comparisons of (possibly) misspecified APMs, based on a least-square projection of an APM proxy on a family of admissible stochastic discount factors. This test has been used in a large number of empirical papers as a tool for model diagnostics as well as model selection (see for instance, Jagannathan and Wang (1996) Although the HJ distance has been frequently adopted by empirical asset pricing researchers, it has some clear limitations. First, the importance of skewness and kurtosis on the pricing of assets has been strongly stablished by the financial community (see Kraus and Litzenberger (1976) , Rubinstein (1973) , Baroni-Adesi (1985) , Harvey and Siddique (2000) , Dittmar (2002) , and Vanden (2006) , among others.). In fact, the proposal of a large number of APMs that incorporate higher moments and or nonlinearities brings the need for the development of adequate tools to evaluate those models. In this context, the main criticism to the HJ distance is that it only incorporates the first two moments of returns. For instance, Chabi-Yo (2008) is among those who indicate a strong concern with the use of the HJ measure to evaluate the performance of nonlinear pricing kernels 1 .
A second important concern with the HJ distance is raised on recent studies by Lewelen Given the need for metrics of model comparison more general than the HJ distance, we propose alternative methods to measure the degree of misspecification of asset pricing models. We consider general convex functions to calculate the distance between an asset pricing proxy y and the family M of admissible stochastic discount factors (SDFs) that 1 Chabi-yo (2008) partially solves the problem of incorporating higher moments of returns on the HJ distance by considering derivatives as basis assets that work as a proxy for prices of the volatility of the market return. It happens that not always there will be available a time-series of liquid prices of derivatives so that his idea can be pursued. Moreover, the existence of such derivatives guarantees incorporation of kurtosis and skewness but not other higher-moments of returns that might be important for pricing as well.
prices a set of predetermined primitive securities x (basis assets). We formulate this problem within a Minimum Discrepancy (MD, Corcoran (1998) ) framework where the goal is to obtain an admissible SDF (i.e., that prices the basis assets) that is the closest possible, in the discrepancy sense, to the asset pricing proxy. We make use of duality theory (see Kitamura (2006) ) to estimate this Minimum discrepancy SDF and its distance to the proxy y, by solving finite-dimensional problems with interpretations of optimal portfolio problems. Later, we specialize the convex functions to the family of Cressie Read (1984) discrepancies whose dual problems have the interpretation of HARA portfolio problems.
Our methodology in principle can account for an infinite number of moments of returns and captures the HJ distance (1997) and Chabi-Yo's (2008) generalizations of HJ as particular cases.
One important implication of our methodology is that it corrects the APM proxy y to become an admissible SDF by suming a hyperbolic function of a certain linear combination of basis assets returns. We argue that these nonlinear corrections serve as excellent tools for detection of an important class of model misspecifications that is missed by methods that adopt the HJ distance.
HJ (1997) showed that the closest admissible SDF to a proxy y in the least-square sense is obtained by subtracting from the proxy a certain linear combination of basis assets returns. This implies that the HJ distance will only be able to detect model misspecifications that are linear on basis assets returns. A direct consequence is that in economies where a nonlinear risk is priced but not traded, i.e. there is some nonlinear function of a basis asset return that appears within the true SDF, but this nonlinear function does not characterize a traded instrument, the HJ distance won't work well. In contrast, our MD problems that provide nonlinear corrections of the proxy model, will be able to correct nonlinear sources of misspecification, even when those sources are not among the basis assets. This will allow our method to obtain better diagnostic results than the HJ distance.
We illustrate the previous point by diagnosing the CAPM model in an economy with priced market co-skewness risk (see Kraus and Litzemberger (1976) ). In this economy, the true SDF contain a quadratic term in the market return. We show that while the HJ distance can not identify this quadratic term missing in the CAPM, one of our discrepancy measures precisely identify this term. With this example it is clear that our family of diagnostic measures in fact generalize HJ in the important dimension of misspecification identification.
In order to explore the empirical structure of the MD projections, we analyze in detail an example with the Consumption CAPM (Breeden (1979) ), by testing its ability to price a set of primitive securities (bond and S&P 500) at different regions of the parametric space. The discrepancy between asset pricing proxies and admissible SDFs is measured by different functions belonging to the Cressie Read (1984) family, namely: The Pearson's Chi-Square, EL (Owen (1984) ), Hellinger's distance, ET (Kitamura and Stutzer (1997) ), and Euclidean Likelihood or CUE (Hansen et al. (1996) ).
Based on a grid for the risk aversion parameter of the CCAPM model, we show that most of the discrepancies agree on the choice of this parameter. After analyzing the model based on calibrations of the risk aversion parameter, we also perform estimation of the model. Not surprisingly, all adopted MD estimators obtain high risk aversion parameter, with values around 37, reaffirming the Equity Premium Puzzle version of Hansen and Jagannathan (1991) . The explanation for such a homogeneity on the results of MD estimators lies in the fact that nonlinear corrections based on equity returns are not less volatile than linear corrections, implying that under any estimator, the way to make consumption growth correlated to hyperbolic functions of equity returns is by picking up a high risk aversion coefficient in the power utility function.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the market structure, defines admissible SDFs, and presents the original Hansen and Jagannathan framework for model estimation and selection. Section 3 formulates our generalization to the HJ methodology that considers minimum discrepancy optimization problems. It presents the main theorem that provides a family of metrics that contains HJ (1997) as a particular case. Section 4 provides an example based on a Kraus and Litzemberger (1976) economy to show how the MD projections might achieve better results than the HJ distance on the identification of sources of misspecifications in APMs. Section 5 shows the consistency of the estimators and derive their asymptotic distributions. Section 6 provides an illustration of the estimation and testing procedures with the consumption CAPM. It describes the model and the data and provides estimation and tests results. Section 7 presents a brief discussion on the results, analyzing the relation between implied admissible SDFs, pricing errors, and discrepancies adopted. Section 8 concludes.
Stochastic Discount Factors and Asset Pricing Proxies
Following the lead of Harrison and Kreps (1979) , Chamberlein and Rothschild (1983) , and
Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) we model portfolio payoffs as elements of a Hilbert space, and use a continuous linear functional on that space to represent prices assigned to those payoffs.
We assume that assets are purchased at a certain time t and that the payoffs are received at a time T > t. Let Γ T represent the sigma-algebra that represents the conditioning information at date T , and L 2 denote the space of all square integrable (i.e., finite second moments) random variables that are measurable with respect to Γ T . Assume there exists a set of n primitive securities whose payoffs are represented by a vector x ∈ n , with x ∈ L 2 and in addition having a nonsingular second moment matrix Exx 2 . A payoff p will be any square integrable variable which is obtained as a linear combination of the payoffs of the n primitive securities:
We further assume that the payoffs in P satisfy the Law of One Price and that the pricing functional π is continuous and linear on P.
An admissible SDF will be any square-integrable random variable m that correctly prices all asset payoffs p ∈ P
An asset pricing model y will be an approximation for an admissible SDF, and will possibly price some payoffs in P with error:
where the error is measured by the difference π(p) − π y (p).
Hansen and Jagannathan's (1997) Least-Squares Approximation of Proxies
Given a a proxy asset pricing model y(θ), parameterized by a vector of parameters θ ∈ k , HJ (1997) suggest to measure its degree of misspecification by obtaining the least-squares projection of this proxy into the space of admissible SDFs M :
This problem can be rewritten by noticing that m ∈ M can be reexpressed as m ∈ L 2 satisfying the moment condition (2) for the particular set of primitive securities:
2 We assume the existence of the second moments to be able to work in a Hilbert space. For a treatment of the case with inexistent moments (not performed here), the payoffs should be in a Banach (L j ) space (see Royden (1988) ), and, in principle, the existence of a linear pricing functional could be questioned. However, we refer to Araujo and Monteiro (1989) who provide a proof of existence of equilibrium in L j spaces, therefore guaranteeing the existence of a linear pricing functional in such spaces. In this case, our methodology would also work and we conjecture that the interpretations provided in Section 3 would still be valid.
Making use of Lagrange multipliers the problem becomes:
By fixing the Lagrange multipliers and solving the minimization on the variable m Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) obtained the following dual optimization problem:
whose solution is given by the (square of) Hansen and Jagannathan's distance:
Interpreting the Primal and Dual Problems
The dual optimization problem (7) is nicely interpreted by HJ (1997) as an optimal portfolio problem with a quadratic utility function. The Lagrange multipliers represent the portfolio weights on the different primitive securities payoffs. Stutzer (1995) explores this portfolio interpretation in a nonparametric setting based on ET obtaining a CARA (exponential) utility function, and Almeida and Garcia (2008) generalize Stutzer's interpretation in a nonparametric setting with general Cressie Read discrepancy functions providing a portfolio interpretation with HARA (Hyperbolic Absolute Risk Aversion) utility functions. In the present paper, we will also obtain portfolio interpretations to our dual MD problems as we shall see in Section 3.2.
The first-order conditions from problem (7) also give an interesting interpretation, this time for the solution of the primal problem:
Equation (9) shows that the optimal Lagrange multipliers λ HJ that solve this problem find the smallest correction in the mean square sense to the proxy y such that it becomes an admissible SDF. Under what we call our additive Minimum Discrepancy problems, we will observe results that will paralell this one but where the correction to the proxy will be non-linear in the primitive payoffs x.
HJ (1997) also interpret the primal problem (4) as a maximum pricing error problem per unit norm. A linear functional π a = π − π y representing the approximate pricing errors is defined. They show that δ HJ is the norm of this functional, and moreover that this norm is achieved by a special payoffp obtained with the application of the Riezs representation theorem to the functional π a .
Model Estimation Based on the HJ Distance
HJ (1997) suggest estimating the parameter vector θ by minimizing the HJ distance:
as an estimator alternative to the GMM (Hansen (1982) ):
( 1 1 ) where g(θ) = E(y(θ).x) represents the moment conditions, and W is an n × n symmetric positive definite matrix that might depend on the sample observations. Note that the HJ estimator in equation (10) as well as the GMM estimator in (11) are special cases of the minimum distance estimators with a quadratic norm. In an asset pricing context, HJ (1997) showed that the main difference between these two estimators is that in general the optimal matrix W in Equation (11) (see Hansen and Singleton (1982) ) will depend on the particular model proxy y adopted, while this normalizing matrix is fixed at (Exx ) −1 in the case of the HJ estimator. This apparently small distinction is in fact very important. For instance, suppose we decided to adopt the GMM criterion to select among possibly misspecified models. The metric adopted to measure misspecification in this case would be given by Equation (11) with g(θ) being the pricing errors. As the weighting matrix changes with each asset pricing model y, this GMM metric will weight pricing errors differently across models. In this case, the HJ distance should be preferable since it gives weights to the pricing errors that are invariant to the asset pricing proxy y.
3 Minimum Discrepancy Approximation of Proxies
The Mimimum Discrepancy Problem
Given a proxy asset pricing model y(θ), and a convex discrepancy function φ, similarly to HJ (1997), the idea posed by the Minimum Discrepancy problem is to find an admissible SDF which is as close as possible to y(θ) in the φ discrepancy sense:
We also solve the constrained case where we search the strictly positive admissible SDF that is closest to y(θ) in the φ sense:
These problems should be of interest when either the asset pricing proxy model y(θ) can depend nonlinearly on the underlying primitive securities or when the underlying primitive securities themselves include assets with non-Gaussian returns 3 . In the first case, it is not clear that corrections to the asset pricing proxy should be linear combinations of basis assets payoffs like in HJ (1997). In the second case, it is not clear that the penalty for a proxy asset pricing model y(θ) should only depend on the second moments of the pricing errors. Therefore, adopting more general discrepancies will probably be more appropriate when dealing with assets with nonlinear or asymmetric payoffs such as options, mortgages, credit derivatives, other exotic but liquid instruments, and also equities with skewed and fat tailed returns. We make use of arguments found in Borwein and Lewis (1991) to solve our discrepancy problems based on simpler unconstrained optimization problems on their dual spaces. The corresponding dual optimization problem is given by:
where φ * denotes the convex conjugate of φ, calculated by the following expression (see Luenberger (1969)):
for the optimization problem in Equation (12) , and:
for the optimization problem in Equation (13). Newey and Smith (2004) show that when the discrepancy function is chosen within the Cressie and Read (1984) family, the dual problem belongs to the class of GEL estimators.
In a recent paper, Almeida and Garcia (2008) Our results extend those in Almeida and Garcia (2008) to explicitly consider the existence of a parametric model y(θ) in order to generalize HJ (1997). The optimization problem now consists in obtaining admissible SDFs that combine parametric aspects coming from y(θ) with nonparametric aspects coming from an optimal linear combination of primitive assets' payoffs (optimal in the divergence sense). However, to be able to incorporate the parametric model and at the same time keep the moment conditions compatible with those appearing in Hansen and Jagannathan (1997), we formulate our MD problem in a slightly different form from those appearing in Newey and Smith (2004) First, in order to follow the same structure that appears in Hansen and Jagannathan (1997), we formulate the moment conditions by pricing the payoffs instead of excess returns.
Second, to measure misspecification of the asset pricing proxy y(θ) with respect to a distance to an admissible SDF m like HJ (1997) do, we need to introduce a translation of the function φ by 1 − y(θ). This translation guarantees that the function φ achieves its minimum when the asset pricing proxy y(θ) is an admissible SDF, a very desirable property when the goal is to measure the degree of misspecification. In addition, the inclusion of y(θ) in the divergence function (and not in the moment condition explicitly) allows us to interpret this MD problem as genuinely a generalization of HJ (1997) , that is a way to measure the distance (discrepancy) of the proxy y(θ) to a fixed family M (or M +) of admissible SDFs.
The next theorem provides the type of optimization problems that will have to be solved to find the discrepancy of y with respect to the family M , and the corresponding admissible SDF closest to y, when the discrepancy belongs to the Cressie Read (1984) family of discrepancies, most adopted in the current econometric literature. Theorem 1. Let y(θ) represent the asset pricing proxy, parameterized by a vector of parameters θ ∈ Θ. Let the discrepancy function belong to the class of Cressie Read functions:
with γ ∈ . In this case for a fixed vector of parameters θ, the optimization problem (12) specializes to:
Then the GEL problem dual to the MD problem is given by:
and the admissible SDF which is closest to the asset pricing proxy y is given by:
where λ * is the solution of the optimization problem (18) .
, and note that it is a convex function. According to Borwein and Lewis (1991) , if we find the convex conjugate ofφ,φ * , we can use it in Equation (14) to write the dual optimization problem that has the same solution as the primal MD problem in Equation (12) with a Cressie and Read divergence. To obtain the convex conjugate we apply Equation (15) toφ. Letting H(x) = zx−φ(x), and differentiating to obtain its supremum in x we obtain x sup = y(θ)−1+(γz)
and consequentlyφ
. Applyingφ * in Equation (14) gives the optimization problem (18) . The first-order conditions of this optimization problem with respect to λ are:
showing that m CR in Equation (19) is an admissible SDF that minimizes the MD problem (12) when the divergence is a member of the Cressie Read family.
We assume that there exists a risk-free asset on the set of primitive securities paying interest rate equal to r f . The existence of such an asset is also assumed by HJ (1997, assumption 1.2) and it is important to guarantee that our discrepancy problems are well posed in the sense that the mean of any admissible SDF will be equal to
. Of course, if in practice such an asset does not exist, we can augment the primitive securities payoff space by a synthetic risk-free asset. We provide a corollary to Theorem 1 that simplifies the dual optimization problem by taking into account the existence of this risk-free asset.
Corollary 1.
Assuming that there is a risk-free asset among the primitive securities then the dual optimization problem in Equation (18) can be simpliefied to (by also eliminating the constant term):
where q co is the vector of prices of the n − 1 remaining primitive securities other than the risk-free asset. The corresponding admissible SDF that solves this problem is given by:
whereλ * is the solution of the optimization problem (21) .
Proof. of Corollary 1 To prove this corollary just observe that the risk-free asset has a constant payoff equal to 1, which allows the separation of the maximization in two parts:
. (23) By taking the derivative of equation (23) with respect to α, eliminatingλ and equating to zero, we obtain the concentrated value α * =
. For the particular case where the proxy model y prices the risk-free asset, α * becomes
and by substituting α * in (23) and by eliminating constant terms (not depending onλ) the result follows.
Corollary 2. If in Theorem 1 we substitute the optimization problem (12) by (13), then:
Problem (13) specializes to:
The corresponding GEL problem dual to the MD problem is given by:
where λ * is the solution of the optimization problem (25) , and I{.} represents a set indicator function.
Proof. of Corollary 2 Lettingφ(m) =
, we follow the proof of Theorem 1 noticing that due to the positivity constraint of the admissible SDFs, the supremum of
> 0, this point is a maximum and the solution is identical to the one in Theorem 1. However, if x * < 0, H(.) is decreasing in the whole domain [0, ∞), and zero is a maximum of the function. Thus
. Applyingφ * in Equation (14) gives the optimization problem (25) . The first-order conditions of this problem with respect to λ are:
.x} = 0 (27) showing that m CR in Equation (26) is an admissible SDF that minimizes the MD problem (13) when the divergence is a member of the Cressie Read family.
At this point, it can be immediately stated without proof:
If there is a risk-free asset in the economy and we are searching for the closest SDF in the MD φ-sense within the set of nonnegative SDFs M +, the problem can be solved via the dual problem:
where we have suppressed the variables constant in λ for simplification. In addition, the admissible SDF which is closest to the asset pricing proxy y(θ) is given by:
where λ * is the solution of the optimization problem (28) .
In the Appendix, we provide a variation of the discrepancy problem that we denominate the Multiplicative MD problem.
Hansen and Jagannathan Distance Derived from Euclidean Likelihood
Euclidean likelihood or CUE is obtained by fixing γ = 1 on the Cressie Read discrepancy.
By using this value of gamma in the Corollary 1 above and dropping the constant terms, we obtain the following optimization problem:
whose first order conditions obtains m CUE = y + λ x, precisely the linear correction term obtained by HJ (1997) . By comparing Equation (30) to Equation (7) we note that the two problems are equivalent. Thus, under our proposed MD problem of additive type the HJ distance becomes one element within the particular Cressie Read family.
A Geometric Interpretation of the MD Problems and a Comparison with the HJ Distance
Li, Xu and Zhang (2009) provide a nice geometric interpretation of the HJ distance and compare it to its version with positivity constraint, in a simple two-state economy. In order to be able to illustrate the main difference between adopting the HJ distance (with positivity constraint or not) versus one of our MD estimators, similarly to Li, Xu and Zhang (2009), we introduce a very simple two state economy with an incomplete market in Figure   1 .
In this economy a payoff and any APM proxy y will be random variables that assume two possible values, and that can be represented by a bi-dimensional vector. The dot- SDFs. Note that in particular R * is the payoff that prices all payoffs, or in other words, it is the HJ (1991) linear projection of any admissible SDF into the payoff subspace.
Now observe also in the positive quadrant a certain APM y that is misspecified since it is not over the line of admissible SDFs. We want to understand how this proxy model will be corrected when we use the HJ distance and contrast it with the case that we use one of our multiple MD measures. In this case, if we use the HJ distance method it will try to find an admissible SDF (that is, that will price R * ) and that will be obtained as a correction of y by a linear term in R * :
In Figure 1 we show the correction term (dashed black line) and the corresponding admissible SDF m HJ (the point in the line of admissible SDFs that the dashed black line touches). On the other hand, if we choose one of our MD Cressie Read projections, say with parameter γ it will try to correct y with a term (1 + γ * λ * R * )
, for illustration purposes, as we do in the figure, the admissible MD SDF closest to y (in the discrepancy sense) will be given by:
In the picture, we show this vector in the negative quadrant (with L replacing λ).
Note that when we sum this vector to y we achieve the line of admissible SDFs in a different point from the one obtained with HJ. The main difference is that when we take into account moments of returns other than the first two (mean and variance), the result is an optimization that looks at a direction different from the one achieved with a linear projection. The difference in direction comes precisely from the existence of nonlinear terms. the two models will have the same ranking.
Those two very simple examples serve as illustrations to show how the mechanics of the MD projections work as opposed to how linear projections work, and also to show that there is a potential in achieving better ways to rank models, and consequently solve the problems posed by Lewelen, Nagel and Shanken (2009), and Gospodinov, Kan, and Robotti (2009), on the inability of the HJ distance in distinguishing among different APMs.
Interpreting the Dual Optimization Problem
In a seminal work, Stutzer (1995) proposed a portfolio interpretation for the ET estimator based on a standard two-period model of optimal portfolio choices (see Huang and Litzenberger (1988) ). He showed that the ET entropy minimization problem corresponds to an optimal portfolio problem with a CARA utility function. Based on the same twoperiod model, Almeida and Garcia (2008) extended his interpretation to the whole Cressie
Read family in a nonparametric setting. Here we generalize Almeida and Garcia (2008) interpretation to dual optimization problems in a semi-parametric setting. The additive dual MD optimization problem appearing in Corollary 1 can be interpret as an allocation problem among the n basis assets with the objective to maximize the utility function U defined by:
Suppose an investor distributes his/her initial wealth W 0 putting λ j units of wealth on the risky asset R j and the remaining
Terminal wealth is then
. Assume in addition that this investor maximizes the HARA utility function provided above in equation (33) , solving the following optimal portfolio problem:
where Λ = {λ : u(W (λ)) is strictly increasing and concave}, and expectation is taken with respect to W and y.
Note that the utility is composed by two terms, one linear in wealth and the other given by a HARA utility. The linear term correspond to a risk-neutral economy with stochastic discount factor 1 − y. By first eliminating the term in y and by scaling the original vector λ to beλ = λ (1+γW 0 .rf )
, we can decompose the utility function in u(W ) =
. This decomposition essentially shows that solving a version of the GEL optimal problem appearing in Corollary 3 for excess returns will measure the gain when switching from a total allocation of wealth at the risk-free asset paying r f to an optimal (in the utility u sense) diversified allocation that includes both risky assets and the risk-free asset. In Almeida and Garcia (2008) the utility function does not depend on y what simplifies the problem. Here y(θ) works as a penalty factor to avoid the resulting marginal utility from the HARA part to be too far from the proxy y, but perturbing it enough to obtain a risk-neutral economy.
Model Estimation Based on Minimum Discrepancy Bounds
Researchers have been using the HJ (1997) distance to estimate asset pricing models by finding the parameter vector θ * that minimizes this distance. Following Kitamura (2006) and the whole literature on Minimum Discrepancy estimators, we propose estimating the above asset pricing models by finding the parameter vector θ MD that minimizes any specific discrepancy function either described by Equation (12) or (13):
Note that, according to the results presented in Section 3.1, these problems can be expressed as min-max optimization problems:
For any fixed θ 0 in the parameter space Θ, the inner problem will deliver an admissible SDF closest (in φ sense) to y(θ 0 ), obtained via a set of Lagrange Multipliers λ 0 representing portfolio weights from a HARA utility function (see Section 3.2).
When the discrepancy is a member of the Cressie Read family, the equivalent problems are: (17), (18), (24), and (25) .
When a risk-free rate is assumed to exist in the economy, we provide below the dual problems that should be solved to estimate the parameters θ when the discrepancy belongs to the Cressie Read family: 6 .
Nonlinear Projections as a Tool for Identification of Misspecifications
In this section, our goal is to convince the reader that the MD problems posed on the previous section will be useful as a tool to diagnose and rank APMs. The way we propose to do that is through two simple examples involving cases where we will be able to explore the fact the MD problems provide corrections to APMs that are hyperbolic in linear combinations of basis assets returns.
As a first example, suppose that the true Data Generating Process of the economy is given by the Kraus and Litzemberger (1976) coskewness model. In this case, using the modern SDF approach (Cochrane (2000)), the economy can be represented by an SDF with the following form:
where R M represents the market portfolio return. This implies that average excess returns are compensated by their covariance with the market portfolio and its squared value, or in other words, that there is a premium for coskewness with the market return. Now, imagine that we are interested in diagnozing the CAPM model, and that our set of basis assets will consist of a risk-free asset paying a return R F , the market portfolio with return R M 7 , and the return of a certain industry portfolio R I that contains a priced component of the coskewness risk. Since the parametric form for the CAPM is given by:
it is easy to verify that the CAPM will perfectly price the first two basis assets adopted since we can match the parameters θ 1 and θ 2 so that the CAPM satisfies the Euler Equations for the risk-free asset R F and the equity market return R M . However, in principle it won't be able to price the industry portfolio because it does not contain R 2 M in its SDF formulation. The important question here is, if we adopt the HJ distance to diagnose the CAPM under the circunstances described above will it be able to identify the correct source of misspecification, that is, the quadratic term R 2 M that the CAPM is missing? If we recall that the HJ distance provides corrections to the APM proxy y that are linear on the basis assets returns, we will see that it will correct the CAPM with a linear term in R I that will solve the problem of satisfying the Euler equation for the industry portfolio. In other words, the admissible SDF that is closest to the CAPM in the HJ sense will be of the form m HJ = y(θ) + λ * R I , for a certain value of λ that guarantees that m HJ correctly prices R I . However, note that this will not inform us of the true source of misspecification because this source in embedded in R I but is not directly traded.
On the other hand, as we could note on the theoretical section ( Corollary 1), for any member of the Cressie Read family of discrepancies, the admissible SDFs will be of the form:
We could think about expanding the hyperbolic function in a Taylor series to verify that for any γ, parameter of the Cressie Read family, not equal to 1, we could have an admissible SDF that is a genuine polynomial of the basis assets returns. In particular, let's be very restrictive and imagine that for a fixed γ = 1 2 , in the MD optimization problem both λ 1 and λ 3 take values equal to zero. In this case, the MD problem would provide a dual optimization problem based on a cubic utility function, whose first order conditions generate a quadratic admissible SDF. Even in the very restrictive case of having λ 1 = λ 3 = 0, the implied admissible SDF would be:
which achieves the precise form of the true SDF appearing in Equation (45). Of course in the case of nonzero lambdas, the quadratic term R 2 M would still explicitly appear in the solution of the MD problem, thus providing a way to identify the true source of misspecification of the CAPM in this economy.
Using the same simple structure of priced coskewness risk, a similar example could be thought in the other direction, where we could be interested in testing an APM that contains a quadratic term in the market portfolio (y(θ) = θ 1 + θ 2 R M + θ 3 R 2 M ) but now the true economy is represented by a simple linear model on the basis assets R F and R M (here we would eliminate the industry portfolio). Again, if we use the HJ distance we won't be able to correct the model (eliminate the quadratic term in R M ) since we are only alllowed to make linear corrections based on R F and R M . On the other hand, with MD projections we can use polynomial corrections based on R F and R M that will eventually allow us to identify the extra quadratic term in y.
With those two simple examples we can see that the new method that we propose will be specially valuable to identify sources of misspecifications in APMs diagnosed in economies that price nonlinearities that are not traded. This potentially represents a large set of situations in empirical asset pricing tests.
Properties of the Estimators
In order to be able to perform hypothesis tests with the new proposed discrepancy measures, In this section, we analyze the asymptotic properties of our MD estimators considering that the asset pricing models analyzed are misspecified. We derive properties for the particular case where the estimators belong to the family of Cressie Read discrepancies 8 .
Under the same set of assumptions provided by Kitamura and Stutzer(1997) and Kitamura (2000), we prove consistency and asymptotic normality of our estimators.
Consistency of Estimators
We derive the asymptotic properties of the estimator that is obtained from Equation (43) 9 .
In order to set up notation, let Γ(θ, δ) denote an open sphere with center θ and radius δ.
For each fixed γ in the family of Cressie Read discrepancies, define the following functions:
8 The derivation of these properties for more general MD estimators should follow precisely the same principles.
9 For asymptotic properties of the estimator obtained from Equation (44), that restricts the SDF space to nonnegative SDFs, we refer the reader to Hansen, Heaton and Luttmer (1995) for the quadratic case of γ = 1. By looking at their proofs it should be clear that to generalize their results for an arbitrary member of the Cressie Read family, concavity of the dual problems is the key condition, and such condition is satisfied by the whole family. Therefore, the derivation should be very similar to the one that we outline in this section.
and its corresponding version for a sample of size n:
Note that in (3), we assume a general dependence of the asset pricing model on
indicating that it can be a function of both basis assets x t and possibly other factors u t that are not on the payoff space, as for example, consumption (see Assumption 1.a.1) below). For any θ ∈ Θ, the dual parameters (Lagrange Multipliers) λ from Equation (43) can be obtained by:
and its corresponding estimator for a sample of size n is:
Also note by rewriting Equation (43) as a function of M γ (θ, λ) that the pseudo-true value for the parameter θ can be obtained by:
with λ(θ) defined by Equation (4).
The corresponding MD estimator for θ * is given by:
withλ n (θ) defined by Equation (5).
Finally, let λ * denote the pseudo-true Lagrange mutipliers, the value of the vector λ that is obtained in Equation (4) when θ = θ * :
Building on Kitamura and Stutzer (1997) we make the following set of assumptions:
Assumption 1. a.1) The process z t is stationary and ergodic.
a.
2) The process z t is strong mixing with mixing coefficients α n satisfying
b) The set of parameters Θ is a compact k-dimensional set. d) E(xx') is nonsingular.
e) If a sequence θ j , j = 1, 2, ... converges to some θ ∈ Θ as j → ∞, then y(z, θ j )
converges to y(θ), for all z except for a null set that may vary with θ.
f ) There is a unique θ * solving Equation (6) .
Before stating the main theorem on the consistency of the estimators for the parameters θ, we prove an auxiliary lemma that shows the consistency of the Lagrange multipliers λ appearing in Equation (5).
Lemma 1. Under Assumption 1,λ n (θ * ) converges to the pseudo-true value λ * in probability.
Proof. of Lemma 1 We follow Kitamura (2000) and make use of Theorem 2.7 of Newey and McFadden (1994), which for completeness, we present within our proof: Theorem 2.7 (Newey and McFadden (1994) ). Suppose that there is a function Q 0 (λ) such that: i) Q 0 (λ) is uniquely maximized at λ 0 ; ii) λ 0 is an element of the interior of a convex set Λ; and iii)Q n (λ) p → Q 0 (λ) for all λ ∈ Λ whereQ n (λ) represents the corresponding sample estimator for Q 0 (λ) on a sample of size n. Then, there exists, with probability approaching one, a sequenceλ n of parameters estimates satisfyingλ n p → λ 0 . Now, if we set Q 0 (λ) = −M γ (θ, λ(θ)), let us show that it satisfies conditions i), ii), and iii) of Newey and McFadden's theorem.
Assumption 1.d) implies condition i). Indeed, for any fixed θ ∈ Θ, uniqueness of λ(θ)
in Equation (4) Theorem 2. Under Assumption 1,θ n converges to the pseudo-true value θ * in probability.
Proof. of Theorem 2: From assumption 1.f) we have that 10 :
where I {A} is the indicator function for set A. For each pair (θ, δ), define the following
x}. Assumption 1.c) guarantees that E M (θ, δ) < ∞. Assumptions 1.d) and 1.e) guarantee continuity of λ(θ) and y(θ), which coupled with the compactness imposed by assumption 1.b), guarantees that lim
x}. Applying the Dominated Convergence Theorem we obtain that:
By Equations (9), (10) , by the stationarity and ergodicity of z from assumption 1.a1), and the fact that Θ − Γ(θ * , δ) is a compact set that can be covered by a finite number of open 10 If a model y is correctly specified then λ * = 0, and M (θ * , 0) = spheres, we obtain the following inequality (see Kitamura and Stutzer (1997) for detailed derivation): For each > 0 there exist δ > 0 and h > 0 such that:
Now, assumptions 1.a2) and 1.c), and the consistency ofλ n (θ * ) imply that:
The probabilities in Equations (11) and (12) imply thatθ n p → θ * 11 .
Now we turn our attention to the estimator of the MD Cressie Read distance δ CR , which can be obtained as a function of M γ :
Its corresponding estimator for a sample of size n is:
Knowledge of the asymptotic distribution of the estimator for the MD distance δ CR will be important to assess the statistical significance of the degree of model misspecification.
In what follows we state a result of consistency for the estimatorδ n CR :
Theorem 3. Under Assumption 1,δ n CR converges to δ CR in probability. 
which is the desired result.
11 An alternative proof would be to use Lemma 1 in Hong, Preston and Shum (2003) to show that
, for all, θ ∈ Θ, and then invoke the Theorem of Newey and McFadden (1994) again but this time for the parameter vector estimatorθ.
Asymptotic Normality
Given function f γ (θ, λ) from Equation (1), for some assumptions in deriving the asymptotic normality results, we will need to know its derivative with respect to λ:
Assumption 2. a) The process z t is strong mixing with mixing coefficients α n satisfying
c) H ΦΦ is of full rank, where:
e) θ * is an interior point of Θ and h γ (θ, λ, z) is twice continuously differentiable at θ = θ * , for any λ ∈ , z-almost surely;
f ) There exists a constant > 0 such that:
for a sufficiently small δ > 0, for any λ ∈ .
Theorem 4. Under Assumptions 1 and 2,
( 1 7 ) with Φ * = [θ * , λ * ] .
Proof. of Theorem 4
We start by expanding g(
whereΦ is a convex combination of Φ * and Φ, which may be different for each parameter of the Φ vector. Solving (18) for ( Φ − Φ * ) and rewriting that every factor is O(1) yields:
If the first term on the right-hand side turns out to be asymptotically nonstochastic, and the second term turns out to be asymptotically normal, it will follow that n H ΦΦ (Φ) must also tend to H(Φ * ). Assuming the nonsingularity of H(Φ * ):
The only stochastic element on the right-hand side is
By assumptions 1.c), 2.a), 2.b), 2.c), and 2.d), we can invoke a central limit theorem (see Kitamura and Stutzer, 1997 ) that guarantees that:
and the desired result in Theorem 4 follows, where the V Φ matrix is given by:
We next provide the asymptotic distribution for the Cressie Read distance δ CR . As already noticed in the subsection describing the consistency results, the asymptotic distribution of δ CR will be useful to verify if the distance of a certain asset pricing model y(θ)
is or not statistically different from zero. Since our extension to the Cressie Read family maintains the important properties of concavity of the conjugate problem and convexity of the constraints, we can perfectly mimic the asymptotic results provided by Hansen, Heaton, and Luttmer (1995) to prove our theorem (for details see their Appendices A, B and C).
c) The distance δ CR = 0 (the model is misspecified).
Theorem 5. Under Assumptions 1, 2, and 3,
Proof. of Theorem 5 Following the proof of Proposition 2.2 in Hansen, Heaton and Luttmer (1995), we decompose the estimator by:
Noting that δ CR = M γ (θ * , λ(θ * )), by assumption 3.a), if we show that the limiting distribution for the maximized values depends only on the second term of the decomposition we obtain the desired result. Now, by the concavity of function δ CR in both θ and λ, and by the first order conditions for the population conjugate problem we observe that
is limited between zero and √ n(
. By the consistency results for the parameter vector θ (θ n → p θ * ), and for the Lagrange Multipliers λ (λ n (θ * ) → p λ * )), and by the central limit theorem for the pricing errors in assumption 3.b), the term
converges in probability to zero, implying the desired result.
Empirical Application
HJ (1997) illustrated the usefulness of their least-square projection by analyzing the degree of misspecification of the canonical consumption-based asset pricing model of Breeden (1979) and Lucas (1978) for various values of the preference parameters. We will perform a similar analysis here but considering several Cressie Read discrepancy functions: Pearson's, EL, Hellinger's, ET, CUE, and another discrepancy with a high positive value of the Cressie Read parameter γ (CR(γ = 2). The CCAPM SDF is given by:
where C t denotes the time t aggregate consumption in the economy considered.
We use the annual (1890-1985) time-series data on stocks and bonds of Campbell For fixed values of the parameters β and θ, and given a time series of consumption growth rates we can compute the SDF m ccapm . Once we know the SDF proxy, it is possible to compute pricing errors, to estimate the discrepancy distance δ CR and Lagrange multipliers for any fixed discrepancy in the Cressie Read family (fixed γ).
We chose values for the risk aversion parameter θ from two very distinct regions of the parametric space. Small values of θ (θ = 1, 5) will correspond to small volatility CCAPM SDFs that will have more difficulty in pricing the stock returns (S&P 500). On the other hand, high values of θ (θ = 20, 50) will generate more volatile CCAPM SDFs that will have variation compatible with the extreme variation of equity returns. This behavior description for the CCAPM SDF is compatible with the equity premium puzzle first document by Mehra and Prescott (1985) and reexpressed in terms of SDF's variance bounds by HJ (1991).
Lagrange Multipliers (portfolio weights) and Admissible SDFs
We start by analyzing results obtained with the Pearson, EL, Hellinger, ET, CUE, and CR(γ = 2) discrepancies. For each fixed discrepancy and parameter θ value, we solve the MD additive optimization problem proposed in Equation (18) to find the Lagrange Multipliers (LM), the corresponding implied admissible SDF, and the value that minimizes the discrepancy. Table 1 presents the LM estimated with each CR discrepancy. As noticed in section 3.2, those LM estimates correspond to optimal portfolio weights from the maximization of a HARA utility function (plus a linear term) when the agent can invest in a shortterm bond and/or the S&P 500. The dual HARA functions obtained from the Cressie Read discrepancies need an inversion of sign in LM weights to be strictly increasing. In this sense, negative weights in the table indicate that the agent is buying an asset while positive ones indicate selling it. We observe that for all values of the parameter θ within the grid, all discrepancies agree on the signs of the weights attributed to the bond and the S&P: they all sell the bond and buy the S&P. According to the results appearing in Corollary 1, the admissible SDFs that solve the concentrated additive MD problem should be negatively correlated to the S&P returns whenever the nonparametric term given by (1 + γλ ad x) 1 γ dominates the parametric term coming from the CCAPM. This is exactly what can be observed in Table 2 and figures 3, 4, 5, and 6. Table 2 presents the correlation of admissible SDFs with the S&P 500 returns. In the last column it presents the correlation of the parametric CCAPM model with the S&P 500 returns. For all discrepancies, the correlation is decreasing in absolute value with the value of θ. This is well illustrated in Figures 3 to 6 . They present for each value of θ and each discrepancy function, the CCAPM SDF (dashed line) and the corresponding admissible SDF (solid line) that is closest to the CCAPM SDF in that region of the parametric space. Note that for small values of θ (see Figures 3 and 4) , the nonparametric part of the admissible SDF generates more variability than the CCAPM (compare the solid and dashed lines). For larger values of θ (see Figures 5 and 6 ), the CCAPM term shows high variability and the correlation between admissible SDf and S&P returns goes from high negative values to small negative values, which is precisely the correlation of the CCAPM SDF with the S&P returns (see last column of Table 2 ).
Still observing the portfolio weights (or LMs) in Table 1 , we can see that the weights for the S&P are not very sensitive to changes in the parameter value θ while the weights in the short-term bond clearly decrease with θ. This has an intuitive interpretation: since when increasing the value of θ we increase the variability of the CCAPM SDF, any admissible SDF that will solve the MD problem should present the nonparametric term (1 + γλ
with volatility of the magnitude of the parametric term (the CCAPM SDF). The way to achieve this high volatility is to keep higher weights on the S&P and lower weights in the bond.
Discrepancy Measures and Admissible SDFs
We next move to the analysis of the minimum discrepancy values obtained by solving the dual maximization problems that will capture the degree of misspecifation of the CCAPM model in each region of the parametric space. Table 3 presents the minimizing values for the discrepancy functions adopted. Note that all Cressie Read discrepancies achieve their smallest value (considering the parameter grid) when θ = 50. In principle, if we had to choose a parameter value based on any of these discrepancy problems we would choose the same as HJ (1997), which corresponds to our CUE quadratic problem. However, the behavior of the implied admissible SDFs for each discrepancy function varies a lot, specially for smaller values of the parameter θ (see again Figures 3 to 6 ). For instance, while Cressie
Read estimators with non-positive γ (Pearson, EL, Hellinger, and ET) produce SDFs that are positively skewed with respect to the constant 1 (have more extreme positive values) the corresponding estimators with positive γ (CUE and CR(γ = 2)) produce SDFs that are negatively skewed with respect to the constant 1. Also, SDFs implied by CR estimators with increasing γ become less and less volatile in general. Of course, these differences become more subtle once we increase the parameter value to a high risk-aversion coefficient on the CCAPM model, but still, a careful observation of the implied admissible SDFs reveals that estimators with higher γ get closer to the CCAPM SDF with smaller values of the parameter θ (see for instance, the picture in the right bottom of Figure 4 ).
Model Estimation
We follow the estimation proposal from Section 3.3, and solve the optimization problems under the additive and multiplicative 13 problems for all the CR discrepancies previously analyzed. Figures 8 and 9 present the results of the estimation process, that is, the estimated risk aversion coefficient theta and the corresponding admissible SDF that is closest to the estimated parametric model (the CCAPM). Observing the pictures we see that all the CR discrepancies under both additive and multiplicative estimators, obtain very high values for the risk aversion coefficient confirming the failure of the CCAPM model to explain the equity premium with an acceptable risk aversion coefficient. The additive estimators achieve parameters of the order of 37, ranging from a minimum of 37. aversion coefficients that are more than fifty percent higher than the ones produced under the additive estimators. Another interesting aspect of the estimation process is that, in accordance to results obtained by Almeida and Garcia (2008) when analyzing the CCAPM model based on nonparametric MD bounds, the authors found that high values of gamma 13 See the Appendix for a detailed description of the multiplicative problem 14 A way to avoid high pricing errors for high values of the Cressie Read parameter γ is to redefine the original minimum discrepancy function with a composition of the convex function φ with the absolute value function φ(|1 + m − y|). This function is still convex (just check by calculating the second derivative) and its solution will admit negative values of (1 + γλ x) while still keeping concave the HARA function from the dual optimization problem. Of course there is a cost to all that: For the region where (1 + γλ x) is negative both the admissible SDF as well as the corresponding implied probabilities will achieve negative values.
tend to attenuate the rejection of the CCAPM model. Similarly here under a more formal estimation procedure we observe that higher values of gamma like 2 produce smaller values for the estimated risk aversion parameter theta, under both additive and multiplicative estimators.
Also in the pictures we can confirm that the multiplicative admissible SDFs have a better fit to the corresponding estimated CCAPM SDF than the additive SDFs, except that they miss some extreme points, exactly as analyzed when we calibrated the risk aversion parameter theta before. In addition, the additive admissible SDFs clearly achieve some negative values while the multiplicative ones do not. Additional controls to guarantee that the additive SDFs become always positive might be implemented but with the cost of possibly introducing/increasing pricing errors on the primitive securities returns.
Discussion
A few lessons can be learned from the empirical application we just described. While applying our new discrepancy measures to the CCAPM may appear like beating a dead horse, the exercise is in fact very instructive in terms of misspecification. Indeed, the Cressie-Read discrepancy measures all concur in showing that the CCAPM model becomes compatible with return data only for high values of the risk-aversion. However, our approach allows us to recover the implied nonparametric SDF or equivalently how the MD estimators correct the pricing errors obtained by the CCAPM and this has information about the potential source of misspecification. Indeed, as usual in econometrics, a good misspecification test should provide some insight about the source of the specification problem and suggest some direction for improving the model. For instance, in a regression model, analyzing and testing some characteristics of the residuals will reveal some missing variables. Similarly, in our context, the functional form of basis assets with which the estimator corrects pricing errors can be suggestive of directions to improve the asset pricing model. For instance, while the HJ distance will correct the CCAPM with a linear combination of the returns on the short term interest rate and S&P, a estimator like EL will correct the CCAPM with the log of a linear combination of basis assets. Depending on how much the powers of consumption growth and the S&P returns covary, a nonlinear correction of the CCAPM might be more
effective. An important question is what is the best way to correct the CCAPM model using S&P and short term rate returns, so as to price S&P returns? That is the potential kind of question that our methodology allows to answer. According to how much weight each estimator gives to the moments of returns, the correction will be different and will affect the value of the parameter estimated, as can be observed in Section 6.3. Statistical tests can be constructed via the distances obtained under different MD estimators, with the asymptotic properties described in Section 5.
The richness of our framework in terms of discrepancy measures may be construed as a hurdle since a criterion has to be chosen to pick a γ among possible values of the Cressie Read family or even to choose between many families of discrepancies. In Almeida and Garcia (2008), we discuss robustness issues related to diagnosing asset pricing models and performance evaluation. In the case of our misspecification measure and the corresponding statistics that come with it, varying the γ will tell us to what extent the model assessment is dependent upon the discrepancy measure chosen. Allowing for this robustness analysis is in our view a good feature of our approach since it can tell us in which direction to improve the asset pricing models at hand.
Conclusion
We extend the least-square projection proposed by Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) to measured the degree of misspecification of asset pricing models by suggesting more general projections based on the minimization of discrepancy convex functions. Solutions to these Minimum Discrepancy (MD) problems naturally imply semiparametric and nonlinear SDFs that take into account higher moments of the distributions of assets returns. We relate the problem of finding general MD projections of asset pricing models onto the family of admissible SDFs to that of solving an optimal portfolio problem. When specializing to the Cressie Read family of discrepancies, our projections are obtained as solutions to optimal portfolio problems based on HARA utility functions added to a linear term on the asset pricing proxy that imposes the proxy as an imperfect SDF benchmark.
We motivate the use of our methodology with graphical examples in a simple two-state economy that show how the relative performance of APMs might change once we move from the HJ distance to our more general metrics. Also an example of diagnostic of the CAPM in an economy with priced coskewness risk is analyzed, and the benefits of adopting these more general metrics are discussed. An empirical illustration with the estimation of the CCAPM model making use of a number of well-known Cressie Read discrepancies closes the empirical section. Our results indicate that this new class of higher-order SDF projections has a strong potential to be used as a tool to estimate and rank asset pricing models, specially for nonlinear APMs or when estimation is based on basis assets with nonlinear payoffs. the square integrable random variables m such that m * y is an admissible SDF for the basis assets with payoffs x, the one that is closest to the true unknown measure µ in the φ-discrepancy sense.
Apparently the main difference (in structure) between problems (12) and (27) lies in the family of probability measures that satisfy the moment conditions. While in the problem described by Eq. (12) there is a fixed family of admissible SDFs (the ones that price x), in the multiplicative problem described here the family of m's satisfying the moment condition clearly depends on y since the moment condition asks for m * y to be an admissible SDF.
However, this problem can be easily transformed to an equivalent problem that will present a fixed family of admissible SDFs and will be more comparable to the additive MD problem.
Assuming that the proxy y is different of zero almost surely, by renaming the product m * y to a new random variablem, we obtaiñ
The transformed problem has a structure similar to the additive problem in (12) and consequently similar to the original Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) analysis. It proposes estimating distances of a proxy y to a fixed family of admissible SDFs (the ones that satisfy the Euler equations).
This problem should be of interest since it also proposes a way of selecting models based on metrics that take into account higher moments of admissible SDFs other than the mean and the variance. Moreover, in contrast to problem (12) , its solution involves a nonlinear term in the proxy y that might become an important element responsible for differences in the discrepancy measured in different points of the parametric space Θ, as we shall see later. Similarly to problem (12) and using the same techniques, we now prove a theorem that will give the corresponding dual optimization problem that should be equivalent to the discrepancy problem (28) as well as the admissible SDF that will solve the optimization problem, when the discrepancy function is within the Cressie Read family.
Theorem 6. Let y(θ) represent the asset pricing proxy, parameterized by a vector of parameters θ ∈ Θ. Let the discrepancy function belong to the class of Cressie Read functions:
with γ ∈ . In this case for a fixed vector of parameters θ, the optimization problem (28) specializes to:
Then the dual GEL problem to the MD problem is given by:
where λ mu is the solution of the optimization problem (30) , and I{.} represents a set indicator function.
Proof:
. Thenφ is a convex function defined in the interval [0, ∞). Now, we mimick the proof of Theorem 1. First, we find the convex conjugate ofφ,φ * , and then use it in Equation (14) to write the dual optimization problem that has the same solution as the primal MD problem in Equation (29) . To obtain the convex conjugate we apply Equation (15) toφ. Letting H(x) = zx −φ(x), and differentiating to obtain its supremum in x we obtain x sup = (−1)
. Applyingφ * in Equation (14) gives optimization problem (30) .
The first-order conditions of this optimization problem with respect to λ are:
showing that m CR,mu in Equation (31) is an admissible SDF that minimizes the MD problem (29) .
Similarly to the MD additive problem if we consider the existence of a risk-free asset r f we can concentrate one of the Lagrange Multipliers and obtain a simplified result. The next corollary treats this case:
Corollary 4. Assuming that there is a risk-free asset among the primitive securities then the dual optimization problem in Equation (30) can be simpliefied to (by also eliminating the constant term):
Proof: To prove this corollary, we follow essentially the same steps appearing in the proof of Corollary 1.
As we suggested in the beginning of this section, an important alternative formulation of the MD multiplicative problem concerns the case where we deal with only nonnegative SDFs, which will be another way of generalizing the least-square problem with positivity constraint solved by HJ (1997) 15 . This corresponds to the problem in Equation (26) where we eliminate the absolute value function that is composing with the convex φ function. In this case, the problem becomes completely compatible with the usual GMC literature. We derive the corresponding dual problem and MD admissible SDF in the next corollary to Theorem 6 and Corollary 4.
Corollary 5.
If in the Theorem 6 we solve the MD problem (26) instead of problem (27) , and also assume the existence of a risk-free asset, the corresponding dual optimization problem and the MD admissible SDF are given by:
Proof: By eliminating the absolute value function in Theorem 6, calculating the convex conjugate of the Cressie Read function φ(m y ), and eliminating the constant term, we obtainφ
. By concentrating the LM of the risk-free asset out we obtainφ
, which according to Borwein and Lewis (1991) leads to the dual maximization problem appearing in Equation (35) . The first-order conditions of this problem with respect toλ
give the admissible SDF in Equation (36) . Note that the correction to the proxy y in this last case comes as a hyperbolic function that depends on the optimal linear combination of primitive securities payoffs x and on the proxy itself. In particular, by making the proxy y equal to the constant 1, we obtain the nonparametric admissible SDFs from Almeida and Garcia (2008).
15 HJ (1997) actually solve the problem with nonnagativity constraint. . 16 We only present pictures for a high value of theta because in this region of the parametric space, the admissible SDFs begin to approximate the corresponding CCAPM proxy providing a clearer perspective of the differences in goodness of fit between the two types of estimators. Note also that we only include the Pearson, CUE and CR (g=2) cases because the three other provide very similar pictures. This picture presents an example of how differently the HJ distance with positivity constraint and the MD estimators might work when ranking a set of asset pricing models. The example is designed in a two-state economy with an incomplete market. The payoff space is given by the solid blue line. All admissible SDFs are given by the green line orthogonal to the payoff space. Positive SDFs are given by the intersection between the set of admissible SDFs and the positive quadrant. Given an APM in this economy (a point in the space) the HJ distance finds the closest admissible SDF by linearly projecting this APM into the payoff space. The Cressie Read discrepancy analyzed projects the APM in the direction of λR * + 0.25λ 2 (R * ) 2 , for a known λ. 
